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	High-Performance Scientific Computing: Algorithms and Applications, 9781447124368 (1447124367), Springer, 2012

	This book presents the state of the art in parallel numerical algorithms, applications, architectures, and system software. The book examines various solutions for issues of concurrency, scale, energy efficiency, and programmability, which are discussed in the context of a diverse range of applications. Features: includes contributions from an international selection of world-class authorities; examines parallel algorithm-architecture interaction through issues of computational capacity-based codesign and automatic restructuring of programs using compilation techniques; reviews emerging applications of numerical methods in information retrieval and data mining; discusses the latest issues in dense and sparse matrix computations for modern high-performance systems, multicores, manycores and GPUs, and several perspectives on the Spike family of algorithms for solving linear systems; presents outstanding challenges and developing technologies, and puts these in their historical context.
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Multi-Agent Programming : Languages, Platforms and ApplicationsSpringer, 2005
Agent technology, in particular multi-agent systems, is beginning to play
an important role in today's software development at industrial level. Until
recently, the main focus of the multi-agent systems community has been
on the development of concepts, architectures, interaction techniques, and
general approaches to the...

		

The 100 Simple Secrets of Happy People: What Scientists Have Learned and How You Can Use ItHarperCollins, 2006

	Scientists and academics have spent entire careers investigating what makes people happy. But hidden in obscure scholarly journals and reports, their research is all too often inaccessible to ordinary people. Now the bestselling author of the 100 Simple Secrets series distills the scientific findings of over a thousand of the most important...


		

Short Answer Questions in Anaesthesia: How to Manage the Answers (Greenwich Medical Media)Oxford University Press, 1997

	This book is designed to prepare the resident anesthesiologist or medical student for a number of clinical exams. It gives practical tips on examination technique and covers the syllabus, providing guidelines to the main elements of each question and notes containing the essential knowledge required.
...




	

Oracle Regular Expressions Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2003
Oracle Regular Expressions Pocket Reference is  part tutorial and part quick-reference. It's suitable for those who have never  used regular expressions before, as well as those who have experience with Perl  and other languages supporting regular expressions. The book describes Oracle  Database 10G's support for...

		

MATLAB Programming for EngineersThomson Delmar Learning, 2001
The first text of its kind, Stephen Chapman's best selling book on MATLAB has now been updated to reflect MATLAB 6.0. The first edition has been highly successful in engineering schools where introductory programming is taught using MATLAB rather than a traditional programming language.  Although C, C++, and Java suit the needs of computer science...

		

Microsoft IIS 6.0: Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2003
This precise pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day  administration of Web servers running Microsoft Information Services (IIS) 6.0.  Zero in on core IIS support procedures and everyday tasks using quick-reference  tables, step-by-step instructions, and lists. You get the focused, streamlined  information you need to...
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